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Introduction

In the second volume of his book, hectures on the Theory of Functions of

Real Variables,^ Professor Pierpont defines an integral which he calls an

i-integral, and develops a theory of integration which contains Lebesgue's

theory as a special case. Up to a certain point, in Pierpont's theory, the

field of integration does not need to be measurable, nor does the integrand

need to be a measurable function in the sense of Lebesgue. In case the field

of integration is measurable Pierpont shows that " an i-integrable function is

integrable in Lebesgue's sense, and conversely; moreover, both have the same

value."

In the Pierpont theory it is only in the theorems relating to the reduction

of multiple Z-integrals to iterated P-integrals, and in the theorems leading

up to this reduction, that the condition that the field be measurable is intro-

duced. It is true that no one has yet defined a very satisfactory non-measur-

able set and yet the existence of such sets has been established both by Lebes-

guet and by Professor Van Vleck.§ The latter has also derived some of

the properties which non-measurable sets must possess.

In this paper I shall give sufficient conditions for the existence and equality

of the multiple and iterated P-integrals for a certain class of functions, called

separated functions, defined over a field which may not be measurable. If

the function is equal to or greater than some arbitrarily small positive quantity,

these conditions are also necessary. In case the field is measurable a separated

function defined over it becomes a measurable function and my extra con-

ditions are necessarily satisfied.

In what follows it is understood that all functions and all fields of integra-

* Presented to the Society, December 31, 1913.

t Published by Ginn & Co., Boston, 1912.   These will be referred to as Lectures, II.

ÎBulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 35 (1907),

pp. 202-212.
§ On a non-measurable sel of points with an example. These Transactions, vol. 9

(1908), pp. 237-244.

Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 26 387
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tion are limited, and that the integral signs used denote X-integrals.*   In case

a Riemann integral is used the sign of integration will be prefixed thus : R f.

1.   Preliminary Definitions*

Let 2Ii, %2, • • • be a finite or enumerably infinite set of point aggregates

in n-way space which we denote by dtn ■ The point set formed by the points

which belong to at least one of the sets 2In is called the union of these sets,

and is denoted by ff{2li, 2I2, • • •} or by ff{2ln}. The point set formed by

the points which are common to all the sets Sin is called the divisor of these

sets, and is denoted by 7)d{2Ii, 2I2, • • •} or by P»{51„}.

Let 21 be a point set in 9î„. Let D = {dt} be an enumerable set of metric

sets. If each point of 21 lies in at least one of the sets dt, D is called an en-

closure of 21. The sets d, are called cells. If the cells dt are measurable, D

is called a measurable enclosure of 21.

Let 21 = ff{2Ii, 2l2}. If there exists a measurable enclosure Ai of 2li

and a measurable enclosure A2 of 2Í2, such that Dv{Ai, A2\ is a null set,

that is of measure zero, 2li and 2I2 are said to be separated sets.

If 2li < 21, and 2ii and 21 — 2li are separated sets, 2Ii is said to be a separated

part of 21.

If 21 = ff{21„} and each pair of sets 2l¿, 21/ are separated sets, the sets

{2ln} are said to form a separated division of 21. It is evident that each 21»

is a separated part of 21.

Let / ( Xi, • ■ • x„ ) be defined at the points of 21.    Let a S 0 and ß g 0

be two numbers chosen at pleasure.    If, for every pair of such numbers, the

sets of points at which

(1) /==-«,       ß^f

are separated parts of 21, / is said to be a separated function in 21. In what

follows the two sets defined by relations (1) are denoted by 2Ia and 2I3 respec-

tively.

Let n = r 4- s • If we set the coordinates xr+i, • • • x„, of the points of 21,

all equal to zero, we get a point set 93 in r-way space 9îr. We call 93 the

projection of 21 on 9îr. Let x be an arbitrary but fixed point of 93 with coordi-

nates ( Xi, • • • xr ). Consider all the points of 2l whose first r coordinates

are the coordinates of x. We denote these points by (S ( x ), and, when no

confusion can arise, simply by S. We call (£(x) the section of 21 corre-

sponding to x, and ß and 93 components of 21. It is convenient to write

21 = 93-£.
Let x i xi, ■ • • xn ) be an arbitrary but fixed point of 21.   Consider the

* Defined later in § 1.

t These definitions are, for the most part, given in Lectures, II.
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points in (n + 1 )-way space whose first n coordinates are those of x. They

are represented by ( xi, • ■ • xn, xn+i ), where a-„+i ranges from — w to + « .

We call this set of points an ordinale through x.    If x„+i is restricted so that

0 Si a-„+i Si I,

we call the resulting set of points a positive ordinale of length I. In case

/ = 0 the ordinate through x consists of the single point x itself.

Let / ( xi, • • • x„ ) S 0 be defined over 21. Through each point x of 21 let

an ordinate be erected of length equal to / ( a: ). The resulting set of points

in dtn+i we call the integrand set ^ oí f.*

Let / ( a;i, • ■ • xn ) be defined over 21 and such that

Osi/<L

Through each point of 21 let an ordinate be erected of constant length I.   The

resulting set we denote by S; from its definition S > 3 •    We call S an enclosing

ordinate set of 3f.

If 2Í = 93 • <g is such thatf

fc-î,
then 21 is said to be h-iterable with respect to 93.

The points x(Xi, • • • xn) such that

ai Si Xi Si 6i,  • • •  a„ Si xn Si b„

form what is called a standard rectangular cell. An enclosure of 21 of non-

overlapping standard cells is called a standard enclosure of 21. Let E be a

standard enclosure of cells e„.    If

E is called a standard e-enclosure of 21. It has been proved that for each

€ > 0 there are standard €-enclosures of any limited 214

Let €i > e2 > e3 • • ■ = 0. Let En be a sequence of standard «„-enclosures

of 21 such that the cells of En+i lie in En ■   The set

_ 2L = Dv{En}

* An integrand set for a function of both signs can readily be defined, but such a set is

not needed in what follows.

t This notation is used to denote the upper measure of a set of points, viz., 21 is read upper

measure of 31. The symbols meas, and meas, are also used before parentheses to denote

upper measure and measure.

If tw£ sets 3Ii and St2, in 3?„ and 3îm respectively, enter into the_same consideration, the

symbol 3Ii is understood to mean n dimensional upper measure and ÎIj to mean m dimensional

upper measure.

A definition of the integral here used is given below.

i Lectures, II, § 363, 2.
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is called an outer associated set of 21, and it has been proved that 21 e is measur-

able and meas. 21«, = 21.*

The following is the Pierpont definition of an P-integral. Let/(xit ■ • • x„ )

be defined over 21. Let D be a division of 21 into separated cells di, d2, ■ ■ •

dn ■ ■ ■ of norm d.    Lett

ikft = Max/in d,    and   mt = Min / in d,.
Then

Sd = ^\Mldi    and   SD = XX» ^»

are called the upper and lower sums of / over 21 for the division D. Since / is

limited in 21, Max SD and Min SD, with respect to all finite and enumerably

infinite separated divisions of 21, are finite. We call them respectively the

lower and upper L-integrals of / over 21 and write

Max SD = ff,        Min Sj, = ff.

In case these two have a common value we denote it by

A•/a
which we call the L-integral of / over 21.

2.    Separated Sets and Separated Functions

Theorem 1. Let At, i = 1,2,3 — be separated parts of 2Í. Then

T) = Dv{At} is also a separated part of 2Í.

Since A, is a separated part of 21, there exist measurable enclosures, Dt

and Eit of AL and 21 — At respectively, such that Dv{Di, E4 is a null set.

35 = DvlD,} which is measurable by Lectures, II, §361.    Also,

21 -SE) s U{EA,

which is measurable by Lectures, II, §359. Any point common to Dv[Di\

and U{E4 lies in some Dv{DK, EK). But we have seen that all such sets

are null sets and consequently their union is a null set. We have thus enclosed

55 and 21 — 35 in measurable enclosures whose common points form a null

set, and hence, by definition, 35 and 21 — 35 are separated parts of 21.

Theorem 2. Let AL, i = 1,2,3 ••• be separated parts of 21. Then

U{At} is also a separated part of 21.

Let 21 — AK = CL.   Since the sets At are separated parts of 21, so are the

* Lectures, II, § 369.
t The notation Max / is Pierpont's; it means the least upper bound of/. Similarly for

Min/.
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sets Ct and consequently, by Theorem 1, DvlC,} is a separated part of 21.

Hence U{At\ = 21 — Dv{Ct} is a separated part of 21.

Theorem 3. het f(xi, • • • xn) be a separated function defined over 21.

het M and N be two numbers chosen at pleasure, but so that M Si N.    Then

the set of points at which

Msi/Si AT
forms a separated part of 21.

Case 1.    M = N.    To fix ideas let M = N = k > 0.   Let

ßl<ßi<ßf-   * «

and
ß'i >ß'i >ß* ••• =k.

Then Dv^ß ,21^;} is the set for which f — k, and by Theorem 1 this is a

separated part of 21.

Case 2. O^M <N. The set for which M ^f <Nis Dv{%ßl, 2Í - SLj,},
ßi = M, ß2 = N. This is a separated part of 21 by Theorem 1. By case 1,

the points at which f = N form a separated part of 21. The present case is

then proved by Theorem 2.

Case 3.    M < N Si 0.    Substitute a for ß in proof of case 2.

Case 4.    M < 0 < N.    The set for which M < f < N is

PM2I- 2(0,21 -2U,       a = M,   ß = N,

which is a separated part of 21 by Theorem 1. The remainder of the proof

of this case is similar to that of case 2.

Theorem 4. het 21 = 93 • (5. het {A, B} be a separated division of 21.

Then the points of 93 for which the corresponding sections of A and B are not

separated form a null set.

Let Ae and Be be outer associated sets of A and B respectively. Let

© = Dv{Ae, Be}. By hectures, II, § 372, meas. 3) = 0. Let the sections of

2) corresponding to points of 93 be E.    By hectures, II, § 418,

meas. £> =  I I = 0.
«/s

Therefore E is a null function. Hence, by hectures, II, § 402, 2, the points

of 93 for which E > 0 form a null set ïïl. By hectures, II, § 372, 9Í represents

those points of 93 for which the corresponding sections of Ae and Be are not

separated. But the points of 93 for which the corresponding sections of

A and B are not separated si 5Í, and form, therefore, a null set.

Theorem 5. het 21 = 93 • S be h-iteroble with respect to 93 which lies in

r-way space 9îr. het {A, B} be a separated division of 21. Then A and B

are also h-iterable with respect to their projections on 9îr.

Let A = 931 • C and B = $82 • D.    Let C and D be defined for each point
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of 93 by setting them equal to zero for points of 93 which are not points of 93i

and 932 respectively. Let 2L, Ae, and Be be outer associated sets of 21, A,

and B respectively, and <S6, Ce, and De be the respective sections of these

sets.*   By Lectures, II, § 376,

A + B = Í,
and by Theorem 4, _      _      _

£ = C + 7),

except possibly at the points of a null set in 93 .    Therefore

(i) I + p = 1= Cl = fc+ Cd = fc + Cd,
«/SS «^8 t/S5 */» «^8

by Lectures, II, § 394, 1.

Now let j!te be enclosed in an n-dimensional cube whose projection on 8îr

is q. Let Ce = 0 for points of q which are not points in the projection of Ae,

and De = 0 for points of q which are not points in the projection of Be. Then,

by Lectures, II, § 415,

(2) Ces CCc = A,        Cd^  Cdc = B.
t/8 mjg «723 %Jq

These with (1) and Lectures, II, § 401, give

2 = Ce = C c,     b = Cd = Cd.

Theorem 6. Let A and B be parts of 21 and 21 = A 4- B. Then A and B

are separated parts of 21.

Let 2L, Ae, and Bc be outer associated sets of 21, A, and B respectively.

Evidently the sequences of standard e„-enclosures determining these sets

may be so chosen that Ae and Be contain no points not in 2L.    Hence

% S Ae 4- Be - DV{AC, Be}S%e.

Using Lectures, II, §§ 336 and 369, 2, we have

I = meas. [Ae + Be - Dv{Ae, Be\}.

But, by Lectures, II, §§ 369, 2 and 358, the sets in the square brackets are

all measurable, and we have

I = I 4-P 4-meas. Dv{Ae, Be}.

Hence, by hypothesis, meas. Dv{Ae, Be}= 0, and consequently, by Lectures,

II, § 372, A and B are separated sets and separated parts of 21.

* Notice that £« is not necessarily an outer associated set of S in the usual sense. A similar

remark applies to C, and D,.
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3.   Separated Sets and Separated Functions in the

Theory of ¿-Integration

Theorem 7. het f(xi, ■ ■ ■ xn) =0 be h-integrable in 21. Then the inte-

grand set 3 is a separated part of any enclosing ordinate set S.

The ordinates of which S is composed are of constant length I. The func-

tion I — f 1= 0 and is defined over 21. It, in turn, defines an integrand set 3',

which may be considered as being the set S — 3 •   It is evident that

3'= meas! (S-3), fl = S.

These relations, with hectures, II, §§ 394, 4 and 405, give

5-3-   fl-  ff=  f(l-f) = 3' = m^is~. (8-9).
i/sr t/a J<n

Hence, by Theorem 6, 3? is a separated part of S.

Theorem 8. hetf(xi, • ■ • xn) be h-integrable in 21. Then f is a separated

function in 21.

First let / ^ 0. Designate by S an enclosing ordinate set of the integrand

set 3- Let 3> and Sß be the respective sets of 3 and S whose (n + l)th

coordinate is equal to ß. Since, by Theorem 6, 3 and S — 3 are separated

parts of S, the sections 3s are separated parts of Sß, except possibly for a

null set 9Î of values of ß, by Theorem 4. Let b be an arbitrary but fixed value

of ß.   Then there exists a sequence of values of ß

ßi<ß2<ßo--- =b,

none of whose values lie in Sft. Hence each Qßn is a separated part of Sßn

and consequently 2I3n, which is the projection of 3s„, is a separated part of 21,

which is the projection of S3n. As each 2l3n+1 =2lSn, each point of 21& lies

in® = Dv{% } so that

SUSS).

Also, as in the demonstration of hectures, II, § 424

2Ï6 S £).
Hence

2I6 = £>.

But, by Theorem 1, 3) is a separated part of 21. Therefore 2I& is also a

separated part of 21.    But 2I& is the set of points at which

Since b was arbitrary / is a separated function by definition.

The case where/ is of unrestricted sign may now be proved as in the demon-

stration cited above.
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I now state a theorem which is a further generalization of a theorem proved

by W. H. Young.* I have proved the theorem, for a slightly less general

case, in a former paper, f The proof as there given, with obvious changes,

applies here.

Theorem 9. Let / ( xi, • • • x„ ) be a separated function in 21 such that

0 =f < M.    Then f is L-integrable in 21 and

ff=R r%ßdß.
./a Jo

Corollary 1.    Let /(xi, • ■ • xn) be a separated function in 21 such that

— N < f Si 0.    Then f is L-integrable in 21 and

Cf=-R r\d«.
«/a Jo

Corollary 2.   Letf be a separated function of both signs such that

- N <f <M.

Then f is L-integrable in 21 and

ff = R'f  %dß-R C  ííada.
Jft Jo Jo

Theorem 10. ief / ( xi, • • • xn) be a separated function in 21 = 93 • S.

Thenf is a separated function in each S belonging to a point o/93, except possibly

for the points of a null set Sft.

Consider first the case where / ^ 0. By Theorem 7, the integrand set 3?

is a separated part of any enclosing ordinate set S, and hence, by Theorem 4,

each section 3 ( x ), corresponding to a point x of 93, is a separated part of

S ( x ), except possibly for the points of $1. Consider some arbitrary but

fixed S ( x ), x not in 9Í. Suppose that / is not a separated function in this S.

The set P of_ values of ß for which (S3 is not a separated part of (E is such that

either, Io, B = 0 or, 2°, B > 0. In the second case, by Theorem 4, $ (x)

is not a separated part of S ( x ) which is a contradiction. Consider now the

first case.   Let 6 be a point of B.   Then we may choose a set of values of ß

ßi < ß2 < ß3 ■ ■ • = b

such that no ßn lies in B. But then, as in the proof of Theorem 8, (&b is a

separated part of ß, which is a contradiction. Thus ßß is a separated part

of (S for each ß, which proves our theorem in this case.

It is obvious that, if / is a separated function in 21, it may be proved that

* On upper and lower integration. Proceedings of the London Mathe-

matical Society, ser. 2, vol. 2 (1904), pp. 52-66. Also, On the general theory of

integration.    Philosophical  Transactions,  vol. 204 (1905), pp. 221-252.

tOn the continuity of a Lebesgue integral with respect to a parameter. American

Journal of Mathematics, vol. 36 (1914), p. 387.
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/ minus a constant, is also a separated function in 21. Hence, if / is of both

signs, we may choose a number C such that /+CäO. This function is

then a separated function in 21 and consequently in each Ê except those corre-

sponding to points of 9Ï. Hence / is also a separated function over these

sections.

Corollary 1. het f(xi, ■ ■ ■ xn) be h-integrable in 21. Then f is h-

integrable in each (S belonging to a point of 93, except possibly for the points

of a null set 9i.

Theorem 11. het f(xi,---xn) be a separated function in 21 = 93 • S

which is h-iterable with respect to 93. het b denote those points of 93 for which

f is a separated function over the corresponding sections S.    Then

(1) ff=f ff.
Let us first consider the case where / != 0.   As / is limited, we have

0 Si / < M.
As ß ranges from 0 to M the field 2ls ranges from 21 to zero. Let Dv{'$Lß , S}

be denoted by Ê3 . For points of 93 which are not points of the projection

of % set S3 = 0. Then (£, is defined over a field A = 93 • (0, M) and in

turn defines a certain integrand set 3 > resting on A . het S be an enclosing

ordinate set of 3 • Denote S — 3 by 3' • Let the points of 3 > 3', and S

corresponding to some ß of the interval ( 0, M ), or to some point x of 93,

be 3(0), 3'(/3), S(ß) and 3 (a-), 3' (x), S(x) respectively. S consists

then of a set of ordinates of length I erected on A, or it may be considered

as a set of ordinates of length M erected on B =93 • 1* Thus the pro-

jection of any S ( ß ) on P is P itself.

Let us first show that for any ß, arbitrary but fixed, 3 ( ß ) and 3' ( ß )

are separated parts of S (ß). By hypothesis, 2tß is a separated part of 21.

Then, by the last step in the proof of Theorem 5, and using hectures, II,

§ 405, we have

(2) % =   fcf, =3(/3).
«/a

But 3 may a*so be considered as the integrand set of an auxiliary function

F defined over 3 ( ß = 0 ) and such that the set of points at which F ^ ß

is that part of 3 ( ß = 0 ) which is the projection of 3 ( ß ) on B. Since

3(0) and 3' ( ß ) are separated parts of S ( ß ) it is evident that Pisa separated

function in 3 ( ß = 0 ).    Hence, by Theorem 9 and hectures II, § 405,

(3) f    F= fMS(ß)dß = 3,

and hence, by Theorem 7, 3 and 3' are separated parts of S.

* We may denote, for convenience, the points as well as the length of a section of B, corre-

sponding to a point of 58, by I.
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For any point x of 93, Sp is a monotone decreasing function of ß in ( 0, M )

and has, therefore, a Riemann integral, and

(4) R i   &ßdß =        dBdß = 3(x),
Jo Jo

by Lectures, II, §§ 381, 2 and 405.    By Lectures, II, § 404,

S = I ■ I = I • (0,M) • S = S(x) •§ =  |S(x).
«7b

Hence S is i-iterable with respect to 93.    But 3 is a separated part of S

and therefore, by Theorem 5, is also P-iterable.    Hence

fä(*) = 3.«/»
This with (4) gives

(5) 3= Cr Cißdß= C Cf,
J»     Jo Ji Je.

by Theorems 9 and 10.    Equations (5), (3), and (2) give

[X-fff-.JO «/b   «/g

Applying Theorem 9, we obtain (1), and our proof is complete for this case.

We may now prove the theorem for a function of unrestricted sign, in a

similar manner, by using Theorem 9, Corollary 2, or by using a method similar

to Lectures, II, § 422.

For any section S, corresponding to a point of £>, the upper integral, the

lower integral, and the integral of/ over S are identical. For points of 93 — h,

f may not be integrable over the corresponding sections (S. However, / has

an upper and a lower integral over these sections. Since, by Theorem 10,

93 — b is a null set we have from (1) and Lectures, II, § 380, 2:

Theorem 12. Let /(xi, • • • x„) be a separated function in 21 = 93 • S

which is L-iterable with respect to 93.    Then

•/» "'S «/s

Theorem 13.   Let /(xi, • • • x„) be defined for the points of 21 = 93 • S

and such that 0 < ß =s / < M.   Let

i* - n>«/« «/8  «^6
/•

>•£  «/<i

Then fis a separated function in 21 and 21 = 93 • (£ is L-iterable with respect to 93.

We have already proved in Theorem 8 that / is a separated function in 2Ï.

It remains to show that
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(1) 21=        6.

Under Theorem 11 it is only the left hand equality in equations (2) that

depends upon the fact that 21 is X-iterable. Using the same notation as in

the proof of that theorem, we have, from Theorem 9 and equations (5), (3),

and (2) under Theorem 11,

/=     R      g„d/? = 3=       3(ß)dß=\        §ßdß.
t/8       t/o t/0 t/o      t/8

Also by Theorem 9 and hectures, II, § 381, 2,

/=P %dß=     \       %ßdß.
J% t/o i/o

By hypothesis, this relation with (2) gives

\      %dß=    \ &ßdß,
i/O t/o      t/S)

or

'   21+ }   %dß=  I        & +        I Sßd/3.
0 t/|u t/o      t/8 t/M     t/8

As in Theorem 5, equation (2),

(4) 27 i= fd,    â, s fl„.
t/8 t/s

Suppose that the inequality sign holds in the first relation of (4). Then (3)

gives

%dß< (ißdß.

But, by the second relation of (4)

%dß^\       %ßdß,
Jp! Jp.      t/8

which is a contradiction. Hence the equality sign holds in the first relation

of (4), which proves (1).

Imagine the unit interval divided into two non-measurable Van Vleck sets,*

■»i and v2. The following examples violate the conditions of Theorem 11 or

of Theorem 13. As a consequence the conclusions of those theorems do not

hold for these examples.

* Loc. cit.    See also Lectures, II, § 366.
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Example 1.    Let/ = 1 for x in Vi, 0 = y = 1,

= 2 for x in v2, 0 Si y S 1.

f/ = 2,        f/=l
«/?[ «721

In this example/ is not a separated function in 21.

Example 2.    Let/ = 1 for x in «i, 0 Si ?/ S 1,

= 1 for x in »2, 1 = y = 2.

f/ = 2,        ff/=l
Here 21 is not P-iterable with respect to 93 .

Example 3.    Let / = 1 for x in n, 0 Si 2/ = 1,

= 0 for x in i'2, 1 = 2/ = 2.

/'-J7-1
Here/ is equal to zero at certain points.    As a consequence 2Í is not P-iterable

with respect to 93 .

Example 4.    Let/ = 1 for x in Vi, 0 Si y Si 1,

= 1 for x in i'2, TV = y = iïe >

= — 1 for x in »i, 1 < y = lfV ,
= - 1 for x in i'2, 1TV < y Si 1$.

f _   1J_1-15 1-1_1—16 j      /     _   16
]   J   ~   J1 6 ¥  —   16', I-1 16   —   16' I      /     —   16 •

•/?[ «/8 «/8  «'S

Hence

Cf=CC;      21 = 1|,      e = iîV,       fe = iT16
«/?t «/ÍB «/(F «^8

Hence 21 is not i-iterable with respect to 93.

Wesleyan University,

MlDDLETOWN,   CONN.,

April, 1914.


